Introduction
For any prime p let T '(p) denote the congruence subgroup of SL,@) of level
p: T,(p)
is the kernel of the surjective homomorphism SL,(iz)*SL,JFJ induced by the reduction modp ([FP is the field with p elements). The groups T,(p) are torsion-free for all odd primes p. Recent results of Charney [4] and Suslin [14] provide examples of coefficient groups M such that the groups T, (p) are homology stable with M-coefficients and that SL(IF,) acts trivially on H&T 
3). This is an immediate consequence of the following result on the second Chern class of F"(p) : c,(T,,(p))
=0 for all odd primes p and n22.
The stable homology groups of the congruence subgroups
Let R be a commutative ring with unit and Z an ideal in R. We assume throughout this section that SL(R/Z) (= 15 SL,(R/Z)) is generated by elementary matrices (i.e., SK,(R/Z) =O). The projection R -R/Z induces then a surjective homomorphism SL,(R) * SL,(R/Z) for n L 2. We define the congruence subgroup Z,(Z) as the kernel of SL,(R)*SL,(R/Z) and Z(Z) := li$Z,(Z). We get the short exact se-quence T(I) H SL(R) -+ SL(R/I) and, in this section, we want to give cases in which SL(R/I) acts trivially on the homology of I(I).
We recall the definition of the homology stability: a sequence of groups G, C G,cG3c...
is homology stable with M-coefficients if for all i 2 0 there exists an integer no(i) such that the inclusions induce isomorphisms H,(G,; M)sHHi(G,+ i; M) for n?n,(i).
It is easy to prove the following result due to Charney [4] . 
BI(I) -BSL(R) -BSL(R/I)

II I+ I+ F(I) -BSL(R)+ -BSL(R/I)+
Theorem 1.4. Let p be a prime. Then for i 2 0 the inclusion r,,(p)c,SL,(Z) induces an isomorphism WG(P); Q)%(SW); Q)
for nr2i+ 5. Remark. Theorem 1.4 is also proved in [3] where the stable rational homology of these groups is computed: 
The assertion (b) follows from
Finally we mention the following result on the homology of T(p') for t 2 1. which implies the desired isomorphism.
Calculations in low dimensions
In order to compute homology groups of T,(p) using the previous section let us recall the following results on the homology of SL(Z). For i = 2 and 3 we can again use Theorem 1.5 but we get more information by looking at the homotopy exact sequence of the fibration F(p)+BSL(Z)f&BSL(5P)f (cf. Section 1). Since K2EP = K4E,, = 0 the fiber F(p) is simply connected and for all primes q we obtain the exact sequence 
O-+(~~F(P))~ + (KJ)q+(K&)q+ &F(P)), -(KzQ
,(T,(p);Z/qd)=Z/((p2-1)/3,qd), if p#3 and H&(3); Z/qd) =O.
Proof. We first consider the case q= 3 (p# 3). We have the exact sequence (*)
(~~F(P)),~~/~~(UP~-~)),+(~~F(P))~
and TC* is injective since p # 3. Consequently As above we get:
and H,(T(p); Z/qd)=H3(T(p); Z/qd)= Z/((p*-1)/3,qd)
for pf3
The proof is then complete by homology stability.
We also discuss the case q=2 which is more complicated. Proof. We use again the exact sequence (*):
The image of n* is cyclic of order 8 since p#2. 
Remark.
It is actually possible to show that f=O.
We finally look at the cases i=4 and i= 5. 
The restriction in cohomology with integral coefficients
In this section we study the restriction homomorphism
res : H'(SL,(Z); if+ H'(T,(p); Z)
for is4, p an odd prime and n large. We do not consider the prime 2 which is the unique case where I"(p) is not torsion-free. The problem is trivial for i= 1 and 2 because H'(SL(Z); Z) = H2(SL(Z); Z) = 0 (cf. Lemma 2.1). Note that since H, (T,(p) [5] .) It remains to determine if c,(r, (3)) is 0 or an element of order 3 in H4(r,,(3); Z). This question is more difficult because it is a 3-torsion problem and p = 3. Therefore we cannot use the method developed in Section 1; in particular the (co)homology stability fails and we cannot apply Corollary 1.3. In order to solve this problem (Theorem 3.2) we start with the exact sequence r, ( 
